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in their humility, the writers of benjamin button dare not represent themselves as their characters, they are in fact the
dreamers of moulin rouge, the tourists of gatsby, the heartbroken couples of the great gatsby - and, to borrow a line from
gatsby, the hurt and hurt people of such enormous romance. the film is pointed but toothless about harvey milk, the san

francisco politician who campaigned against the death penalty and who presided over the citys first annual gay pride parade.
but the movie is also factually careless in its treatment of him. leftovers. youll have enough of all of these the following week.
but if you find yourself with some chocolate, milk, sourdough, or other leftover to eat, here are some recipes: fried rice with

garlic. pair this with a salad and gorgonzola oz the great and powerful (march 9). this disney pixar fantasy movie is based on a
1933 novel by l. frank baum, the basis for the 1939 walt disney film the wizard of oz (harrison). the movie is a love story

between oz, a carnival magician, and a little girl named kansas (katie eyre). in this fantasy world, the two fall in love even
though they have no souls. the film also stars james franco, meryl streep, and mila kunis. robert deniro, who won an oscar for
best supporting actor in 1978 for his performance in the king of comedy, plays benjamin button's father, thomas button, who

died when benjamin was a baby. "i had to learn how to walk and talk when i was 10," deniro said. "i remember that when i
was 17, i first saw the movie the wizard of oz. i had to see that movie three or four times before i finally understood what was
happening. that was my awakening." ozma. try this fun, enchanted version of the classic sweet treat from josie binns ( ). lucky

charms. im partial to this marshmallow version from the dreyer s jelly belly marshmallow company. it includes chocolate,
pretzels, and marshmallow and is shaped like the famous lucky charms cereal.
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film also stars james franco, meryl streep, and
mila kunis. robert deniro, who won an oscar for

best supporting actor in 1978 for his performance
in the king of comedy, plays benjamin button's
father, thomas button, who died when benjamin
was a baby. "i had to learn how to walk and talk
when i was 10," deniro said. "i remember that

when i was 17, i first saw the movie the wizard of
oz. i had to see that movie three or four times

before i finally understood what was happening.
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